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Check out our upcoming FREE Live Classes!
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        Increase Your MCAT® Score
BY 15 POINTS

Blueprint MCAT students raise their scores by 15 points on average.*


GET FREE TRIAL
SCHEDULE CONSULTATION





    
What MCAT Prep is Right for You?

All of our products include the best, most customizable study plan, access to all AAMC resources, AI-powered Qbank of 4000+ questions and in-depth exam analytics.






    
  INDEPENDENT LEARNING

  
    Self-Paced Course

    You are a busy self-studier who wants to prep on your terms.

    160 learning modules

      

      Engaging (and FUN!) videos

      

      Score increase guarantee

    From $1,999

    

    LEARN MORE
  








    
  LIVE INSTRUCTION

  
    Live Online

    You are craving the accountability of classes with supportive instructors.

    40+ hours of live instruction

      

      Full access to Self-Paced Course

      

      Score increase guarantee

    From $2,599

    

    LEARN MORE
  









    
  LIVE INSTRUCTION

  
    515+ Course

    You are willing and able to go to the max to achieve that max score–515 guaranteed!

    80+ hours of live instruction

      

      Personalized coaching

      

      515 score guarantee

    $3,499

    

    LEARN MORE
  












    
  LIVE INSTRUCTION

  
    MCAT Tutoring

    You want a fully customized one-on-one prep experience with an MCAT expert.

    The best tutors

      

      Personalized study plan

      

      515 score guarantee available

    From $3,599

    

    LEARN MORE
  









    
  LIVE INSTRUCTION

  
    1-Month Immersive

    You are ready to go all in with an intensive bootcamp to crush the MCAT in 4 weeks.

    130+ hours of live instruction

      

      1:1 tutoring included

      

      Score increase guarantee

    From $6,199

    

    LEARN MORE
  









    
  INDEPENDENT LEARNING

  
    Practice Exam Bundle

    You are an independent prepper wanting to practice and raise your score.

    Representative practice exams

      

      4,000+ AI-powered Qbank

      

      In-depth exam analytics

    From $159

    

    LEARN MORE
  










All Live Instruction prep options also come with full access to the Self-Paced Course.




    








    Need some help? Talk with our Student Success Team




        

        
            Free Consultation

            Request a free consultation with one of our experts and a member of our team will contact you within 24 hours.

            Complete Request Form
        

    



        

        
            Schedule Meeting

            Book a time to speak with a Student Success Team member live via Zoom.

            Book a Time
        

    



        

        
            Call or Chat

            Our Student Success Team is available every day to answer all your questions.

            Chat Now
            
                or call
            
            888-427-7737
        

    









What Makes Blueprint MCAT so Effective?




Customizable to You

With a highly customizable study planner tool, Live Review Sessions 6 days/week at no extra charge, plus practice tests, hundreds of on-demand video explanations, you can truly tailor your MCAT preparation.



Most Representative

Blueprint MCAT teaches you how the MCAT thinks. Our exams & interface are the most representative, after the AAMC, so you will be extra prepared and confident on test day.



99th Percentile Instructors

Our Self-Paced Course was created by 524+ scoring instructors & more than 50 of our tutors have scored 520+ on the MCAT. Meet our MCAT instructors and tutors.



stock
Score Increase Guarantee


Because we’re so confident in our methodology, we guarantee that your MCAT exam score will increase or your money back. Recent results showed future medical students increased their MCAT score by an average of 15 points. 







    

WHAT’S THE RIGHT PREP OPTION FOR YOU?

TAKE THIS 6-QUESTION QUIZ TO FIND OUT

GET STARTED










    FREE ACCOUNT

Try Before You Buy

Try this course for free, no credit card required

GET STARTED










Check out how Blueprint courses
helped future medical students like you achieve their MCAT score goals



15 POINTS? WE DON'T STOP THERE.

+15

POINTS ON AVERAGE*











NEARLY QUADRUPLE
YOUR ACCEPTANCE RATE

*Results based on our Live Online MCAT Course Cohort. See more details on score increases.



But Don’t Take Our Word For It. See What Actual Students Have to Say:

"The blueprint course was one of the biggest reasons I did so well on my MCAT exam. The comprehensive review tools and study plan made it easy for me to plan out an effective study plan that was tailored specifically to me and my schedule. The videos were very helpful in helping me review high yield content that I saw on test day. I definitely recommend this to anyone who knows they need a structured study plan!"






"Blueprint was truly worth it! I would highly recommend this course. I attribute much of my success on the MCAT to the strategies I learned during this course!"








"Blueprint MCAT prep course helped me increase my score from a 504 to a 511. That is a valuable 22% score increase.Thank you very much Blueprint! I have tried using many test prep materials and I must say from my experience that blueprint MCAT full length exams are the closest it gets to the actual MCAT. The video lectures are concise and very helpful. I would highly recommend the blueprint MCAT prep course for prospective MCAT takers."







"What drew me to blueprint was how comprehensive the course was. The analytics throughout the practice exams combined with the flexible course calendar was ideal for me as I was studying while working on my PhD...My score increased by 10 points after using the blueprint MCAT course and without a doubt I can say it is because of the tools they provided."






"I believe the office hours really set this online program apart from others. Phil was a great "tutor" and I truly believe he impacted my score for the better.”







"I just got my score back today, and I got a 517! Thank you so much for pairing me with Armin and being so amenable to me switching tutors in the beginning. He was really helpful in my studying process and played a large role in my progression with the MCAT. I’m really pleased with my score. From 505 to 517. I’ll take it.”







"Thank you for all the help. I especially appreciated the reasoning strategies as they helped to reduce my worry about the exam.”







"I would recommend NextStep to anyone looking to start studying or revamp their studying. Not only is their material great but the layout and individual schedule they make for you is amazing. I also got a tutor through them and he was able to help me figure out my weak areas and how to help me prepare quickly and effectively.”







"I believe the office hours really set this online program apart from others. Phil was a great "tutor" and I truly believe he impacted my score for the better.”















    


    







    


Introducing Blue

THE FIRST AND ONLY AI MCAT TUTOR!

Get the “why” behind right and wrong answers and transform your approach with a 24/7 tutor trained by MCAT experts and totally personalized to you.




	Go beyond right or wrong answers — Blue walks you step-by-step to understand the explanation behind any question.
	Develop your own strategic approach and overcome your pain points by chatting one-on-one with the AI tutor.
	Blue is available anytime, anywhere through the AI Qbank and practice exams of every Blueprint MCAT Course.


“Even if I didn’t fully know how to phrase my question, it seemed to understand what I was asking and it gave a great answer!”

- Thomas G., Real AI Tutor User











    
        Not sure which study option is best for you?

        Schedule a complimentary consultation with an MCAT Advisor.

        
            Schedule a FREE Consultation
        

    







    
        
            MCAT Instructors

            Blueprint instructors aren't just brilliant MCAT experts and content masters, they're also the best teachers around with years of experience under their belt. Teaching is a skill, and we only hire instructors that have shown the ability to take the most advanced science concepts and explain them in easy to understand terms — and make it as fun as possible!

            
                
                    Meet Our Team
                
            

        

        
            
            
            
            
        

    





    



    







Free Consultation

Request a free consultation with one of our experts and a member of our team will contact you within 24 hours.


By submitting this form, you agree to Blueprint Test Preparation's
Privacy Policy and Terms of Use













    *Blueprint Self-Paced Course students had an average increase of 15 points from their first Blueprint Diagnostic Exam to their best score on either a Blueprint Full Length Exam or self-reported score on an AAMC Practice Exam.  The population of 596 students includes all students who started their prep in 2022 and completed a minimum of 2,500 questions and 155 modules in the Self-Paced Course.








    MCAT® is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), which is not affiliated with Blueprint Test Prep, LLC. Test names and other trademarks are the property of the respective trademark holders. None of the trademark holders are endorsed by nor affiliated with Blueprint Test Prep or this website.
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    Free Consultation

    

    Request a consultation with an MCAT Advisor, or call 888-530-6398 for immediate assistance.
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